
World’s
All the

A Cave
Six women enter a cave. One gets stuck. Two stab 

each other with pickaxes. Another swims through 
a lake of human blood. Not that it matters, since 

everyone is killed by highly evolved man-eating cave 
monsters. This is The Descent, the scariest movie I’ve 
seen because it combines all my fears: total darkness, 
cramped spaces, pissed-off women, and highly evolved 
man-eating cave monsters. When I got my assignment 
from Rochester Magazine to take a Wild Caving Tour at 
Mystery Cave near Wykoff, Minn., the logical part of me 
was excited to explore the world underground. The il-
logical part, which is generally dominant, was scared. 
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Countdown to Caving: 1 Day 
I am reading the four-page packet from Mystery 
Cave that outlines the necessities. Boots are key. No 
sissy flat-bottom hiking boots, either—ankle-high 
boots with fresh tread. The packet also mentions that 
puddles in the cave could be waist-deep. I wonder if 
I should wear zip-off pants or just pack a snorkel. 

Cavers must be adept at “crawling, stooping, walking, 
bending, twisting, and rolling.” Because rolling is a 
form of transportation I use regularly. Can’t reach the 
remote across the room? Oh I’ll just roll to it. Need 
another soda from the kitchen? I’ll roll right on over. 
Just to be sure I am physically able, I do a couple of 
test rolls on my living room floor. Phew. Still got it. 
I’m a regular rolling pin.

Countdown to Caving: 1 Hour 
About five miles from the entrance, I lose cell phone 
reception. I won’t be able to call for help if a cave 
monster is chasing me. Before I let that thought 
marinate, I meet my guide, Warren Netherton. He 
instantly earns points for not being an angry female 
and not holding any form of pickax. He is compact 
in build and has a twinkle in his eye when he talks 
about caving. He explains that caving is about 
teamwork and safety, which builds my confidence 
a bit. He does look at me strangely when I start 
rambling about pools of blood. But he cuts me off to 
say he’s been giving tours for over 20 years and our 
experience will be nothing like “that silly movie.” I 
want to hug him.

Jerry Olson, veteran Post-Bulletin photographer, 
completes our two-person tour group. Warren 
explains that if we fall in love with caving, the 
spelunking community is expansive, composed of 
statewide “grottos,” or close-knit groups that go on 
explorations together. He again stresses teamwork 
and safety and encourages Jerry and me to look out 
for each other. 

Warren shows us generic and detailed maps of our 
route. Jerry notices that the detailed map ends before 
our planned route does. We’ll literally be “off the 
map,” and Jerry and I exchange the first of many 
slightly panicked, furtive glances.

So Easy, A Caveman Could Do It 
We start. We wear helmets with lights, elbow pads 
from wrist to elbow, knee-pads that cover mid-thigh 
to shin, and we carry gunny sacks with seatbelt-
material straps. I amble along with the grace of an 
adolescent Transformer. We crawl over “breakdown,” 
cave slang for huge slabs of rock that fell from the 
ceiling years ago and poke all directions like rusty 
nails. 

Warren is a five-star guide. He points out every 
detail. Not only can he explain why a rock looks the 
way it does, but he can explain how old the rock is 
and how it got there. He tells us the main channels 
were formed by water flowing underground after 
seeping through fractures in rocks above. Eventually, 
the narrower channels open into bigger rooms 
formed by multiple fractures. 

We see stalactites, stalagmites, and even a few bats. 
Mystery Cave is one of the few places to find raft 
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cones, which look like squat cacti made of 
clay. They form when floating calcite rafts 
sink into a pool and stack up. My favorite 
Warren tidbit: The walls of Mystery Cave 
are 90% calcium carbonate. Tums are 99% 
calcium carbonate. So Mystery Cave is pretty 
much made of Tums. I’m tempted to break 
off a bite of stalactite to calm my fluttering 
stomach.  

I hold my own until we approach an upward-
sloping tunnel not more than 12 inches high. 
Warren maintains his constant chatter, which 
I begin to think is a deliberate distraction.

As I wiggle in, I think of beaches and 
open spaces, but I am in a claustrophobe’s 
nightmare. The “ceiling” is about 2 inches 
above my head, while my face is about 2 
centimeters from cold, hard, rock. Stomach-
down, I use my arms to crawl Army-style, 
inch by inch. Inside I am silently freaking, 
but outside I remain calm. Unless you count 
the fact that I’m breathing like Darth Vader.

After what is probably seconds, but feels like 
hours, we reach an open area where we can 
sit up. Jerry answers my prayers by asking if 
it’d be OK to stop here. Jerry is tough. He’s 
been caving before, but Warren says feeling 
suddenly uncomfortable in tight spaces can 
happen to anyone. So we head back, and 
Warren decides I’m ready for a short detour 
down a trickier route to The Drop Off. My 
natural instincts tell me to not go down any 
path that might lead to an infinite abyss. Yet, 
I robotically follow Warren into another tight 
squeeze.

The Drop Off  
Warren chatters about each section of the 
passage, and I realize I’m Vader-breathing 
again. This foot-high squeeze is longer than 
the previous one, and, once I can stand, I 
am discouraged to find that the next portion 
is about six inches wide. Warren squeezes 
through like a lithe cat. I am bungling at 
best, cursing and muttering about underpaid 
writers. When my hipbones hit rock, I ask 
Warren if there’s a chance I’ll get stuck. His 
“nah” does little to repair my confidence.

When we reach The Drop Off, Warren 
wedges his body between me and the crevice 
and explains the geology. For the first time 
on our tour, I hear running water. It sounds 
like soft rapids, and for a moment, I relax. 
Two seconds later, I realize I can’t see our 
way out and scurry to start back.

Hello, Sunshine!  
Our last leg seems much easier. Warren 
explains that after an extended period 
underground, cavers’ senses fade so that for 
a few hours after they emerge, the outside 
world seems more vivid and fragrant. When 
we re-enter the fresh air, the trees do seem 
suspiciously greener, and I smell flowers I 
don’t remember from the way in. Maybe I’m 
taking on the traits of a caver, or maybe I’m 
just so relieved we made it that the world 
seems brighter. Plus, we didn’t even pass a 
single cave cannibal ... that I know of. 

■ What: Four-hour Wild Caving Tour
■ When: By reservation only,  
Saturdays from Memorial to Labor Day.
■ Where: Mystery Cave, part of Forestville/
Mystery Cave State Park, located near Wykoff, 
Minn. 
■ How much: $55
■ Good to Know: Only five people are allowed 
per tour. Call 507-937-3251 for reservations.
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